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Clean, architectural
lines and supreme
simplicity...
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Fluval EDGE brings an exciting new look to aquatics,
combining the most modern aquarium design with
the beauty of nature. The result is an utterly stylish
complement to any home or office space.

all you see is style
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The Fluval EDGE aquarium has been designed
for today’s lifestyle with a contoured casing
module and a 6-sided glass tank. Whether in an
ultra modern or more
traditional setting this
versatile aquarium
adds the ‘designer’
look to almost any
room in the home.
The gentle flow of the water and the glow of
the lighting combine to produce a beautiful
‘shimmering’ effect…reminiscent of sunlight
on open water.
Positioned at a lower level, the glass top ensures
this stunning effect can also be viewed from
above, unhindered by equipment or trailing wires.

design
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The unique equipment module hides and holds
all the essential equipment needed to keep the
aquarium looking good. Low voltage Halogen
bulbs provide economical lighting and the
EDGE filter is quiet, powerful and easy to use.
The constant cascade
from the filter oxygenates
water and 3-stage filtration
ensures a clear and
healthy environment...
MECHANICAL

Foam filter - traps particles
and debris.
CHEMICAL

Carbon insert - absorbs odours,
discolorations and impurities.
BIOLOGICAL

BIOMAX insert - expands
biological capacity to encourage
growth of friendly bacteria.

power
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Note: The above photograph depicts a Fluval EDGE aquarium situated in a modern, open plan, en-suite area.
Most bathroom environments are not suitable for electrical products and these rooms should be avoided, we strongly advise that you use caution when positioning an aquarium.
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Selecting suitable types of fish
and ensuring the quantity chosen
does not exceed the 23 litre
capacity is essential.
EDGE friendly species include:
White Cloud Mountain Minnows,
Betta Splendens, Barbs, Danios,
small Goldfish, Crystal Red Shrimps,
Snails.
Allow a minimum of 3 litres of
water for every 1cm of fish,
excluding the tail. Fish are usually
sold as juveniles, so you will need
to allow some extra space for your
fish to grow. Tropical fish require
an aquarium heater. Consult your
specialist retailer for stocking
advice and species' specific
requirements.

Fluval EDGE is extremely versatile, perfect for
any home or office. Its compact proportions
make it a beautiful addition to any interior décor
where space may be
limited and in low light
areas the aquarium glows
like a jewel, bringing light
and life to dull corners or
uninteresting walls. Neat design solutions take
care of the essentials, even wiring is beautifully
hidden, allowing a
good, all round view
whether placed on a
desk, coffee table or
kitchen top.
Available in a choice of 3 colours: Burnt Orange,
Pewter or Matte Black to blend with any interior
decor.

versatility
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It’s easy to upgrade
to a tropical set-up
with the Fluval EDGE
heater

R

11206
Digital Thermometer

EDGE

11059
Gravel
Cleaner
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COLOUR OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
12290
Zen Wall Decor Ornament
(plants not included)
Burnt Orange

Pewter

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE IN THE FLUVAL EDGE RANGE:

REPLACEMENT MEDIA AND ACCESSORIES:

12290 ZEN WALL DECOR ORNAMENT
Modern, linear design ornament, made
of durable resin and glass, with plant
holders and a screen wall with cutout
to accommodate the filter inlet pipe
and optional heater, if required.

A1389 FOAM AND BIOMAX RENEWAL KIT
Foam Pad traps particles and debris. BIOMAX provides
optimal colonisation of beneficial bacteria and enhances
the reduction of fish wastes. Renew every 2-3 months.

Renew every
2-3 months

Matte Black

Dimensions:

Capacity: 23 Litres (6 US Gal)

A256 HEATER
Required for tropical fish set-ups.
Compact, safe and submersible, pre-set
to 26 oC / 78 oF with no adjustment
necessary.
11259 FISH NET
Angled, triangular head allows access
into corners. Soft mesh netting is safe
for small or delicate species.
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11259
Fish Net

A256
25W Heater

11059 GRAVEL CLEANER
Contoured to reach all corners of the
aquarium. Includes 2 cleaning heads,
easy start valve and an exclusive gravel
guard.
11206 DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Mounts to the outside glass for an
accurate and clear temperature reading.
11024 ALGAE MAGNET
Low profile design with large internal
scrubbing pad for effective glass
cleaning. Corrosion resistant.

*It is recommended that
Nutrafin Aqua Plus Water
Conditioner and Nutrafin
Cycle Biological Aquarium
Supplement are used
regularly in conjunction
with a good maintenance
schedule to keep the
aquarium conditions
healthy for fish.

11024
Algae Magnet

Renew every
2-4 weeks

A1379 CARBON CLEAN & CLEAR RENEWAL SACHET
Convenient sachets contain a premium grade carbon
providing superior absorption qualities, which eliminate
toxic impurities, odours and discolorations. Replace
every 2-4 weeks to maintain a healthy environment.
A1387 PRE-FILTER SPONGE
Traps fine debris and prevents small or baby fish
from being drawn into the filter.
11699 SHIELDED HALOGEN REPLACEMENT BULBS
2 x 10W halogen bulbs give shimmering light to plants,
rocks and fish.

A1389
Foam & BIOMAX
Renewal Kit

A1379
Carbon Clean & Clear
Renewal Sachet

A1387
Pre-Filter Sponge

11699
Shielded Halogen
Replacement Bulbs
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